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Tragic, true, heartbreaking, astonishing... those words have been used to describe the

anthology Two Worlds, the first book to expose in first-person detail the adoption practices that

have been going on for years under the guise of caring for destitute Indigenous children. What

happened and where are these Native children now? The new updated Second Edition of

TWO WORLDS (Vol. 1), with narratives from Native American and First Nations adoptees,

covers the history of Indian child removals in North America, the adoption projects, their impact

on Indian Country, the 60s Scoop in Canada and how it impacts the adoptee and their

families.The Lost Children Book Series includes: Two Worlds, Called Home: The Roadmap,

Stolen Generations, and In The Veins: Poetry. The book series is an important contribution to

American Indian history. Trace Hentz (formerly DeMeyer) located other Native adult survivors

of adoption and asked them to write a narrative. The adoptees share their unique experience of

living in Two Worlds, surviving assimilation via adoption, opening sealed adoption records, and

in most cases, a reunion with their tribal relatives. Indigenous identity and historical trauma

takes on a whole new meaning in this adoption book series. Since 2004, award winning

journalist Hentz was writing her historical biography “One Small Sacrifice: A Memoir.” She was

contacted by many adoptees after stories were published about her work. More adoptees were

found after “One Small Sacrifice” had its own Facebook page and the American Indian

Adoptees blog started in 2009. In 2011, Trace was introduced to Patricia Busbee and asked

her to co-edit the first edition of Two Worlds. As Hentz writes in the Preface, "The only way we

change history is to write it ourselves."This book and new edition is a must read for all that

want the truth, since very little is known or published on this history.



1One quarter of all Indian children were removed from their families and placed in non-Indian

adoptive and foster homes or orphanages, as part of the Indian Adoption Projects….. One

study found that in sixteen states in 1969, 85 percent of the Indian children were placed in non-

Indian homes. Where are these children now?“TWO WORLDS: Lost Children of the Indian

Adoption Projects” is an important contribution to American Indian history. Trace Hentz located

other Native adult survivors of adoption and asked them to write a narrative. The adoptees

share their unique experience of living in Two Worlds, surviving assimilation via adoption,

opening sealed adoption records, and in most cases, a reunion with their tribal relatives.

Indigenous identity and historical trauma takes on a whole new meaning in this adoption

anthology.This anthology covers the history of Indian child removals in North America, the

adoption projects, their impact on Indian Country and how it impacts the adoptee and their

families.Since 2004, Hentz (formerly DeMeyer) was writing her historical biography “One Small

Sacrifice.” She was contacted by many adoptees after stories were published about her work.

More adoptees were found after “One Small Sacrifice” had its own Facebook page and the

blog on American Indian Adoptees started in 2009.Two Worlds is the first book to expose in

first-person detail the adoption practices that have been going on for years under the guise of

caring for destitute Indigenous children. Every reader will be intrigued since very little is known

or published on this history.
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2Dedicated to the Lost Children, Lost BirdsI am 72 years old. I was adopted into a white family

at age one-and-a-half when my mother died. I realized I was different before I ever went to

school. When I asked, my foster parents told me I was Indian, and from that day I identified

with Indians, because that was what I was. I didn’t know who I was, and that heartache and

anguish has been with me for nearly 70 years. I hope your study can help me find out who I

am before I die. I don’t want to die not knowing my true identity. They (the government) sealed

my birth certificate so I could never find my identity and never see my blood relatives. The pain

of this is never ending.—Participant in Split Feather Study by Carol Locust (Cherokee), 1998
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3Reviews of Two WorldsReviewBy Peter d’Errico, January 02, 2013 (published in Indian

Country Today)Two Worlds: Lost Children of the Indian Adoption Projects is a new book about

the campaign to break indigenous social structures by removing the children: “Governments…

paid agencies and churches to remove and Christianize children… and raise them to be non-

Indian.” Edited by adoptees, the history is told through chronicles by those who lived through

it. Ethnic cleansing by Adoption projects take children away permanently, to assimilate them

into non-Indian society via non-Indian families. A common element of the stories is painful

curiosity, children trying to figure out who they are, and why their biological parents gave them

away. What is learned may compound the pain, when the child’s displacement turns out to be

a subchapter in the parent’s (or parents’) own survival struggle. The “stolen generations” is

only part of the trajectory of Indian genocide. Two Worlds shows that the pain of the non-

Indian adoptive families often compounds the pain of displacement. For whatever reasons—

many are discussed in the multitude of stories—adoptive parents may be trying to escape from

their own pain when they take an Indian child into their homes. Those who try a to fill a void or

carry out a messianic belief by adopting an Indian child cause pain that multiplies pain;

everyone is scarred. As if all this pain were not enough, the stories tell of a whole new world of

pain that may open up at the end of the genealogical quest, when the search for the past has



led to the present: the pain of re-assimilation; or worse, the pain of not being able to re-

assimilate into one’s origin community.***Judy Leaming reviewed Two Worlds: Lost Children of

the Indian Adoption ProjectsWonderful resource June 15, 2013This will be a resource book in

a workshop on Native Nations this summer. It’s an important contribution to Native

history.***Jk12 reviewed Two Worlds: Lost Children of the Indian Adoption Projects3 of 3

people found the following helpfulNot Just for Native Adoptees November 17, 2012This book

contains very personal experiences and thoughts of Native adoptees. Their often painful

experiences are similar to non-Native adoptees. The authors write in such a compelling

manner that it is hard to put down. Its an emotional roller coaster that also includes the history

of American Indians constant struggle with a government determined to exterminate an entire

race. Beautifully written, not to sound cliche but it is a must read. The most important book

published since DeMeyer’s first book.***Yassmin Sanders (UK)5.0 out of 5 stars: Thought-

provoking and moving11 October 2012Two Worlds – Lost children of the Indian Adoption

ProjectsIf you thought that ethnic cleansing was something for the history books, think again.

This work tells the stories of Native American Indian adoptees “The Lost Birds” who continue to

suffer the effects of successive US and Canadian government policies on adoption; policies

that were in force as recently as the 1970’s. Many of the contributors still bear the scars of their

separation from their ancestral roots. What becomes apparent to the reader is the reality of a

racial memory that lives in the DNA of adoptees and calls to them from the past.The editors

have let the contributors tell their own stories of their childhood and search for their blood

relatives, allowing the reader to gain a true impression of their personalities. What becomes

apparent is that nothing is straightforward; re-assimilation brings its own cultural and emotional

problems. Not all of the stories are harrowing or sad; there are a number of heart-warming

successes, and not all placements amongst white families had negative consequences. But

with whom should the ultimate decision of adoption reside? Government authorities or the

Indian people themselves? Read Two Worlds and decide for yourself.***Kindle Customer

reviewed Two Worlds: Lost Children of the Indian Adoption ProjectsWe are all related March

30, 2013This is one of the most poignant, honest and sad books I’ve read. It tells finally of the

unspeakable wrongs done to Native American children those many years ago. The scars

remain like scabs that don’t heal. The words, the cruelty. We wondered WHY when we were

growing up. We looked different. We felt different. We longed for someone that looked like us. I

am one of the lost birds and at age 59 the wounds seem fresh at times but better with every

revelation, every truth that comes out. It helps to know the stories of others. We may be of

different tribes but we are truly “all related.” Thanks again Trace, our hearts are woven with our

sisters and brothers for all time. This book is a must read for all that want the truth.

4PREFACETrace L. HentzWelcome to the second edition of Two Worlds. This new updated

2017 edition reflects a change in editors from the first volume. Adoptee Patricia Busbee* has

learned through a DNA test that her birthfather is a different man, different than what she was

first told. With that news, her ancestry changed along with her story. Her earlier contribution is

valued to the adoptee narrative – and just when we think we know all our story and all the

truth, this can change. We know that it’s a big world. With the invention of a miraculous

worldwide web, connecting is fast and free. Humans can interact at the touch of a key.

Because of the internet, it connects me to new people every day, new friends who are also

adopted.In this big world, where do adoptees go to find information? How do we reconnect

with our tribes after adoption? How do we learn about culture? Do we find other adoptees to

get advice? Do we devour and search books, newspapers, or the web for clues? Or do we



hear someone, an ancient voice, a soul who lives with us, inside us, who guides us, even

inspires us, after adoption?Reading this book, you’ll know the answers.In their words, adoptees

were destined to live in two worlds, and each has a spirit uniquely their own. We adoptees are

like birds who migrate by memory and feed our hunger for culture by instinct and blood

memory. Our spirit was not killed by adoption, even if we lived far away from our families and

our tribal lands. We knew how to be brave. We hoped away loneliness. We felt this was a test.

We knew it is not good to be isolated and went to look for other Indian people and relatives

when we could. Even as children we were aware we’d need to find answers to find our

relatives. More than one adoptee told me they heard the drum pounding inside them, and felt it

calling them. I did, too.Finding adoptees across the globe was possible with this web. Friends

emailed or phoned and I heard about their journeys. I trusted the voice inside me that gently

pushed, ask your friends to write their narratives and stories; these experiences would be

published in a book, an anthology by Native American adoptees. The vision for this book was

born in 2008 and it slowly grew into an amazing collection of voices and history.Because of

adoption secrecy, I knew this history should not and could not remain buried. Truth has to be

told and shared.All of our lives the adoptees in this book have lived under an “adoptee stigma”

of assimilation. We are often called transracial adoptees because we were raised outside our

culture and by non-Indian parents. With a book like this, our sense of self-worth would rise,

knowing many of us shared this (sometimes difficult) journey. Our success in finding our

tribes could make big waves in the adoption world.Most who read history are aware it is

interpretation, told by the same conquerors who declared victory and Manifest Destiny. Indians

cannot and do not rely on stories told by non-Indians isolated in their institutions. Some

published scholars never visited a reservation or even know an Indian. It is their interpretation

of who they think we are and that is very dangerous because we are not dead. We are still

here.Even the Smithsonian Museum, an institution called America’s national treasure, kill us

again with vulgar displays of our bones and skulls, our medicine bundles, our sacred pipes, our

regalia, our masks and our drums. This treatment and disregard for what is sacred to our

values and us can hardly be called understanding of tribal cultures. We are not relics. We are

not the past. We are not mascots. We are still here.What about adoptions? Those who

interpret its value to society protect their agenda and myths, spouting benefits for the adoptee.

But we are called the Stolen Generations for a reason. Children did not ask to be removed. It

is undeniable our assimilation was the government’s answer to Manifest Destiny, to make us

non-Indian prototypes of American citizens, and to take our ancestral land.Adopting out Indian

children would be as destructive as a war but it would last longer: it’d last a lifetime. The

adoption program idea was not officially signed like other treaties made in Indian Country.

These unique adoption program records were sealed and not made public. (It was

acknowledged in an apology I heard in 2001. Read the Ultimate Indignity in this book.) The

goal was adoptions would be permanent and closed, therefore adoption was used as the

ultimate weapon. Native children adopted by non-Indians would be Americans and unable to

open their records; and our tribal parents and grandparents were victims since they would

never see us again, or be able to find us.“The individual pieces are open and honest and give a

good insight into the turmoil of dislocation from family and tribe… I think it does have value and

a story to tell. I was affected by the stories I read, and amazed by the facts presented….

because it is saying something new, interesting and often astonishing.” —early praise for the

anthology Two Worlds My close friend Adrian Grey Buffalo, a wise adoptee elder who has

returned to his Sisseton Wahpeton Oyate (People) calls us adoptees the lost drums and pipes

who were locked away from culture, and stored in Americans homes. We are the people who



need to be repatriated back to our nations. Adrian believes now is the time. Our People need

us back.With the creation of numerous Indian Adoption Projects and Programs, and The

Adoption Resource Exchange of North America (ARENA), this grand scheme didn’t make

headlines. Their plan was not a war, not a signed treaty, but an idea they hoped would catch

on and spread. Selling Americans and others on adopting Indian kids would be quite

effortless. Essentially all social workers had to imply to parents was, “you’ll save these poor

Indians kid’s lives.”Judgments fell on First Nations and Indian Country in a very big way. This

heavy-handed treatment and their adoption idea blanketed North America in every direction. In

Canada it’s called the 60s Scoop.** It was the same idea for single women who had an

illegitimate baby. Women were told to forget they had the baby. Indians were not told anything.

Indian children simply disappeared at the playground or from their backyard or babies were

taken from hospitals. Some of our mothers were too poor, pressured not to keep us. A big

black government sedan was reported in many abduction stories and it was not against the law

or illegal. Some Native children were removed to residential boarding schools. Others were

placed in orphanages and foster homes, and others would be adopted.But by the grace of

Great Spirit, it failed. Indians who were adopted do find their way home. The writers in this

book are living proof. We are still here and with these new stories, we make new history.Many

folks living in America and Canada still see Indian Country as a foreign land, alien like some

other planet. In some non-Indian families, racism and ignorance about tribes is/was very

strong. Opinions about Indians was never great to begin with and gets even more damaged

and complicated with Indian reservations ravaged by poverty and North America’s neglect.For

the past century, this truth is not widely acknowledged in history: the government’s plan was to

ethnically cleanse an entire population of Indian children. Removing culture of Native children

would not only destroy future generations of Indians but adopted children would not have treaty

rights. Adopted children would disappear.It’s probably a fact that our adoptive parents had no

idea as to the motive or why there were so many Indian kids put up for adoption, or why

governments ran these programs and projects with public and private adoption agencies who

could supply infants and children to non-Indian families. This book series will change their

perception.By the 1970s, Indian leaders took these serious concerns to the U.S. Senate,

leading to the passage of the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978. First Nations in Canada

enacted their own law. From the 1960s to 1980s, some of the children were sent out of

Canada to the United States, Europe or New Zealand. In this book, we share what one tribal

leader said in his congressional testimony.As Louis La Rose (Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska)

testified:“I think the cruelest trick that the white man has ever done to Indian children is to take

them into adoption court, erase all of their records and send them off to some nebulous family

… residing in a white community and he goes back to the reservation and he has absolutely no

idea who his relatives are, and they effectively make him a non-person and I think … they

destroy him.”I know I was stunned to hear it was government policy to run these various

adoption programs. Many adoptees claim their adoptive parents never knew about this. Mine

surely didn’t and would have scoffed at the idea.When an adoptee becomes an adult, some

question whether their family or their tribe will accept them back. Some were unsure which

tribe or if it’s more than one tribe. Some did not know they had been enrolled in their sovereign

tribal nations, filed earlier by relatives. Some learned their parents and tribal relatives were

assimilated too, in boarding schools or in relocation programs, severely scarring them. It’s a

painful cycle of trauma and loss in this past century.The “adoptee stigma” of assimilation does

leave adoptees lodged between two worlds. Can we be Indian enough when raised by non-

Indians? Can we return to learn tribal culture and customs? Can we take back our identity?



Can we be reverse-assimilated? Can we attend ceremony and get our Indian name? I tell

them, “Yes.”But neither adoptee or Indian parent will find government help in reconciliation or

repatriation in America. It’s up to the adoptee and parents. It’s up to tribal communities to

spread the truth about these Adoption Projects and begin to look for their lost children.Victims

of these adoption programs have not received a formal apology in the United States. Few

politician’s know or acknowledge it happened. With sealed adoption and closed birth records,

this will prevent full disclosure, which is why this book was planned and written. Politicians and

lawmakers need to know our birth certificates were amended and falsified. Judges must abide

by the Indian Child Welfare Act.The adoptees I know are some of the strongest-willed humans

on the planet. They got around laws and sealed records, and as you will read in Two Worlds,

many built their own bridge between these two worlds.Gathering these stories changed me,

enlightened me, haunted me and even astonished me. I only ask that you share these stories

with your children so these governments never attempt this idea again. The adoptees in this

book are my relatives now. Their courage and spirit shines through their words. We are our

own unique band of survivors and warriors.“A nation that does not know its own history has no

future,” is a quote I read by activist Russell Means, Oglala Lakota.So how do we write the story

of North American Indian and First Nation adoptees when so few people know anything about

this history?We gather round the adoptees and listen as they share their story, in their own

words, in their own voice.The only way we can change history is to write it ourselves….. and

our truth shall finally set us free.—Trace L. Hentz (Shawnee-Tsalagi-French Canadian-

Irish)Author-Editor of the book series Lost Children of the Indian Adoption Projects: One Small

Sacrifice, Two Worlds, Called Home: The RoadMap, Stolen Generations and contributor to IN

THE VEINS (Vol. 4) *Patricia Busbee will be updating her story and journey in the next edition

of Called Home: The RoadMap (vol. 2) in 2018. *Please read an important update about

Canada’s 60s Scoop  in the FIRST NATIONS CANADA section of this book.
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